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WANT RECEIVER IRKSOME STORY 235 MAJORITY FOR
( CONTRACTS WILL BE
LOCAL OPTION
RE-DRAWN BY ATTORNEY FOR REX PLANT
IS CONTINUED
IM...••••••••

i
th.

s
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AMBIGUITY NECESSITATED THIS AND THE DOCUMENTS WILL BE RATIFIED AT THE SPECIAL MEETING
PURPOSE OF
TO BE HELD NEXT MONDAY NIGHT FOR
CANICATTERJOHN
TEACHERS
—
CHOOSING COLORED
HIS
RESIGN
WILL
BOARD—BRAME
NOT ENJOIN THE
TRUSTEESHIP.

found numThe contracts for the two new state, but he attorneys
decisions from supreme triberous
of
completion
school buildings, and
unals of other commonwealths,where
Abe McKinley building in Mechanics- cases of this nature were decided and
burg, were not ratified last evening gave the school boards and other
•at the meeting of the board of trus- bodies the power to dp as they pleastees in the meeting held at the ed about accepting propositions at
Washington building on West Broad- any time. Mr. Katterjohn's lawyers
way on account of the contracts not state that morally the 'trustees are
.
- having been properly drawn up. All ,in the wrong and should have stood
the trustee, were in attendance at by their agreement to close the bidthe session with exception of Morris ding at noon last Tuesday, but legand Maxwel, the former of whom ally the board can award the conis out o fthe city and the latter con- tracts to whoever they desire.
'President List of the school board
fined with ilness. The contracts
drawn up were gone over and found has contemplated resigning for some
duties as
'to be a little ambiguous, and Presi- weeks on account of the
dent List and Member Kelly were chief of the trustees took up so much
directed to have them compiled again of bis time from his private business,
there
by some lawyer in order to get them but now that chool is_over and
during
done
nothing
will
practically
They
is
form
legal
binding,
in
then be presented at the special gath- the summer, he will not have much
ering the hoard holds next Monday to ionic after from an educational
evening for purpose of electing the standpoint, hence his drug business
colored teachers, the selection of will not be interfered with by loss of
these latter having been deferred last time devoted in the past to school
Tueday night because all the time matters, therefore he will continue in
was taken up then in electing the the board. Truetee Brame, who got
white iriatructors and going over the the contract to finish the McKinley
building, will resign next Monday
bids put in by contractors.
At the Monday session the docu- nght, as the law does not permit
a member of the board to retain his
ments will be ratified.
seat if he has any character of rethe
get
Weikel
George
Contractor
contract of erecting the new building tnuneratiee contract with the schools.
on Mirth Twelfth street in the Fax- This disqualification will result in the
William election of another trustee from the
on addition, Contractor
Lockwood gets the work of building Sixth ward, and the probabilities are
the Twelfth and Jackson structure. the others in the body will select
while Contractor Henry Brame gets either Thomas Goodman or Mote
that for completing the top gloor of Price, as these two gentlemen are
the McKinley building in Mechanics- the democratic nominees from that
ward, and next November will be
burg.
Contractor George Kattecpohn's elected to a full term.
Mos George Weikel stated last
lawyers yesterday did not bring the
Injunction suit threatened, the attor- night that he would start at once
'
ney
, finding that the statutes gave to laying off the North Twelfth
the hoard authority to receive bids street grounds so as to commence
as late as they desire,, notwithstand- excavating within a week for the
ing the hour for closing was set. building foundation. He and - ConA case of this kind has never been tractors Lockwood and Brame are
tested in the court of appeals of this all three ordering their material now.
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BOWLING GREEN GOES DRY B Y THE ABOVE MARGI?il—HOT
CAMPAIGN ENDS IN VICTO RY FOR LAW AND ORDER —
HENRY MAGEE FILED SUIT ASSASSIN OF GOV. STEUNENTHE PAM CITY BLAZES P ATH FOR THE PLAIN CITY •-•+BERG
TO THIS EFFECT YESTELLS CAREER OF
GREAT
CAUSE OF VICTORY UTTER DISREGARD OF LAW
CRIME.
TERDAY.
BY SALOONIST& AND THEI IR PERNICIOUS ACTIVITY IN
POLITICS.

BOMB INTENDED FOR
CLAIMS THIS CONCERN
COY. PEABODY EXHIBIT
HAS BECOME INSOLVENT
MRS. WAKEFIELD'S DEATH
WILL RESULT IN REINSTITUTION.

Trustee Dismissed in the W. R. Judge Had Decided Habeas Corpus
Case Against Moyer While in
Hayes Bankrupt Case, As There
Jail at Telluride.
is No Need for Him.

VERY BEAUTIFUL WERE
%COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

1

1

•Mel.womeremn.q...•••

Recognized the World Over as- the
Anniversary of the Birth of
Miss Jennie Cassiday.

I

irhe ninth day of June in all English speaking countries, is ibseved as
the saniversary of the birth of Miss
„Jennie Cassiday, for many years the
W. C. T. IJ. natOrtal superinten•dent of the Flower M'seion department This is one of the Red Letter
days of the organization and is
known as Flrer Mission day, and
.ae it falls on Sunday tirs year the
Paducah-ennog will observe tomorrow as the day.
All members of the union are re,
quested to meet at the First Baptist
ehurah at t o'clock, or as soon after,
as possible and to bring ell the flowers they can secure. As this is a
mision of love, the flowers being
used to bring cheer to those who are
sick and in prison arid to tietorate
the graves of the members who have
entered "the life beyond.". Contributions of cut Powers are solicited
from those who have them to spare.
They may bre sent to the Baptist
-church tomorrow or if genie member
.1846 wilfsbe
of the union foi notthe4
called for. ,
The Flower Minima tatmerit is
one that Mrs. F'essetldl especially
emphasized in a public address while
, here. Only
the Dieing Father can
estimate the Ihees "that'have been
made brighter, the hearts that have
been comforted be "tftbar beautiful
mesengers gf God's love. As tgere
are irblarge number to be remembered, it is hoped there will be a
generous ,supply of flowers.
Both the county and local W. C. T.
1.1. desire tea express their.-saincere
thanks to Mesdames Anna Raise!!
and Sallie Ham for their hospitable
entertainment of Mrs. Susan S. Fessenden during he stay in the city.

AM

Boise, June 6—The bomb buried
Henry Magee yesterday filed suit
in the circuit court asking that a re- by, Orchard at Canyon City for the
ceiver be appointed for , the Rex purpose of killing former Gov. PeaManufacturing company, in which he body wat produced in court and
is a stockholder to the extent of identified by Orchard.
$500.
Boise, June 6—The Steunenberg
The Rex company was organized
murder
trial was resumed at
in this city with $loo,000 capitalization, but incorporated under Illinois o'clock' Orchard resumed the 'tlaws September 21, 1903, Magee ness stand at 9:o3 a. m.
Orchard began his day's testim
took $5oo stock protected by first
giving the names of several perby
seven
per
tearing
mortgage bonds
sons
he met in San Francisco when
cent., Later the company, which
manufactured picture frames, etc., he went there to assassinate Fred
floated $33.000 worth of mortgage Bradley, who had been formerly the
bonds, but the plant was worth only manager ef the Bunker Hill and
Sullivan mine in the Cour d'Alene
Elessoo. Magee claims the concern district
These names ,were related
is insolvent The Rex people quit
in
order
to
pave the way for possiplant
to
their
business and leased
The Columbia people, who now ble corroboration of Orchard's testion this poiot. •
operate it at the Clements mill prop- mony
Known as Barry.
erty in Mechaniesborg
Orchard said he was known a part
man
newspaper
the
Everitt,
C. E.
of the time he was in San Francisco
with the News-Democrat. organized
by the nanie of Barry. Leaving Calithe company. but left it and went fornia. Orchard returned to Denver,
now
to Terre Halle, Ind., where he
wearing the uniform of a soldier.
resides.
He said he immediately called PettiPlaintiff Since Died.
bone
on the telephone.
Attorney J.ohn Roore of LaCenter
"Pettibotte
asked me how Bradley
with
conferring
here
yesterday
was
was."
continued
Orchard. "I told
his associata lawyers here. Crice 8z him Bradley
was still alive when
Ross and they are preparing to rewas re- THE KENTUCKY CROWDED L AST
EVENING
WITH HUNinstitute the litigation filed several left San Francisco, but it
ported he would lose his eyesight
DREDS OF PEOPLE DRAWN OUT BY THE ATTRACTIVE
months ago by Mrs Catherine Wake- I
rest of I
CEREMONIES CONDUCTED FOR THE GRADUATES OF
field, who died a few years ago and probaisly be deaf for the
his life
Pettibone said that was 1
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL4—COLONEL GEORGE BA/N DELIVHer suit is against the Lee Line of
outERED FINE TALK TO THE YOUNG
PEOPLE — FLASHsteamboats that operate past this better than if T had killed him
Bradley would now be a
right;
that
LIGHT PICTURES TAKEN OF THE GRADUATES
A N D
city.
living example."
STAGE SETTINGS.
'Mrs. Wakefield was in a hospital
Orchard said he asked for money
at Louisville several months ago and
and received $125 from Pettibone
steamer
Lee
left that city on the
with the assurance that he could 06
Very
beautiful* and
impres- Future," and it was excellent and
bound for her home in Ballard county
wheneeer he wanted it.
more
sive
were
tee , commencement showed much thought and study.
off
at
her
pie
In the night the crew
Orchard said Haywood next asked exercises conducted last evening at Colonel George W. Bain, the noted
an island in the Ohio. thinking they
go to work on Judge Gab- the Kentucky theatre, which was tetimparnce lecturer, then spoke on
were letting her off at Ogden's Land- him "to
supreme court of Coto- filled with many hundred people "Traits of Character, or
the
f
Among the
ing. at the bank. She was exposed
b
raadro
t.
'
• i drawn out to witness the finality of Masses," and for an hour he held
on the island for hours until dayAfter judge Gabbart.
lichooling days fo the young ladies the audience in minute attention, his
light, and then taken to hank by a
"He said Judge Gabbart," Orchard land gentlemen who graduated. The versatality and flow of beautiful landam$2,coo
fisherman.
for
She
sues
FRONT WHEELS GO ONE WAY
ages from the steamboat people. hut went on, "had been rendering de- oprogram teemed with many fine feat- guage carrying the throng from seas-AND HIND ONES OTHER
she
died two weeks ago The suit cisions against Moyer. who we were ures, and it was a most charming lime to ridiculous arid into all phases
WAY.
will he •in-instituted and more dam- trying to get out of Telluride on'evening spent. The young ladies of life„ the address proving a gem
habeas corpus. I went to Judge Gab- and gentlemen were grouped in semi- of eloquence and appreciative treat.
ages asked for, alleging that her
bart's house the following Sunday circle upon the stage, which looked
His remarks were followed by rendeath was due to the exposure and
Two Men Came Near Getting Injured negligence on part off the steamer's night with Steve Adams and a shot very pretty with its adornment of dition from the orchestral band,
gun. but we did not see the judge. palms and potted plants. The earls when Miss Annabel Acker, the beau
Yesterday at Sixth and Broadofficials.
Haywood also wanted us to try were all charmingly gowned in white tiful valedictorian spoke on "The
way by the "Crazy Car."
County Clerk's Office.
again at Gov. Peabody, saying he did /frocks with gloves to match,while the Master Mind," and her expressions
to
Fannie
12.
1
sold
has
Ellis
R P
not care how we gat rid of him. At young men were in full dress. Preso indicated a young woman of mach
Wood for $500, property on the Love
Street car No. 102 of the traction laceville and •Mletropolis woad, the this time it seemed that Peabody dent List of the school hoard, Revs. learning and brightness.
President List then distributed the
contpany it known as the 'crazy deed being filed for record yester- was about to be elected for another S. B. Moore and J. R. Henry, Proterm. Steve Adams, Billy Ackerman fessor E. G. Payne and Miss Adah diplomas to the young people, after
car" on account of its unusual. ac- day with the county clerk.
work and matte a bomb Bazelton were upon the stage with which the ochestra rendered "Merry
tions every few days as Sixth and
W. Whittemore sold to Hannah and I set to
We
put
it
under the sidewalk. at the graduates. while Colonel Joseph June", when fltavers were presented
Broadway, where the North' Sixth Metcalf for $1 and other consideraand the South Sixth divisions curve tione property on Adams between Thirteenth street and Grant avenue E. Potter, Messrs. Peter Beckenbach, the graduates by their friends, the
into Broadway.
Twnety-sixth in Denver. The governor walked Chales Kelly, Henry Brame and designs being beautiful and many is
Twenty-fifth
and
along here -every morning.
other school trustees occupied a box, number. Rev. J. II Henry of the
Something is the matter with old streets.
"Adams and I watched for the accompanied by Superintendent-elect Kentucky
Presbyterian
avenue
license
The clerk issued a marriage
102, asi yesterday afternoon she rechurch, then pronounced the benedie-'
peated her old trick of sending half to Craig Moffet Cobern of Mepsphis, goyernor entit be came out. Just, as John A. Carnagey.
The evening opened with the class tion, at which the concourse disthe car out Broadway and half out and Moninta Stuart Hopkins of this the governor walked over the place
where the tomb was, two heavy coal chorus singing "Blow, Soft Winds," persed. After the exercises were
into North Sixth, on striking the city s
wagons came out of the alley and followed by the invocation from over two flashlight
photographs
metre at Sixth 'end Broadway. The
Bankruptcy Court.
piesed ovet the wire leading to. the Rev. Samuel B. Moore of the First were taken of the graduates on the
front wheels crossed the curves and
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
Christian church. Mr. Jesse Bell stage, while around were grouped
proceeded out Broadway. the way court yesterday d'smissed the trustee, bomb and we could not pull it."
Nichols, the salutatorian, then deliv- the many elegant floral offerings tenthe car intended to go, while the rear R. H. Scott, of the W. R. Hayes bank
ered his remarks on "Facing The dered them.
wheels took to the curve going into ✓itptcy prOceeding as there are no asGRUESOME STORY.
This evening the gr ideates will be
North Sixth, leaving the car Aides sets for the trnstee, and which was
tendered their reception by the Pa•
protected by judgment. The referee Harry Orchard Resumes Narrative
ways across the thoroughfare.
telling or revealing. the reasons that ducah, High School Alumni isocia'A couple of men were standing in then recommended to Judge Walter
of
Career
Hie
of
Crime.
caused
him to change his names tion at the Eattio hall on,' Sixth
between the curves yesterday and Evans at Louisville that the case be
without a word of the wife whom- he and Bradway, an it will be quits
right alongside the rail's, not think- closed.
Boise. Idaho. June 6.—Harry Or-a is known to have deserted or of an. attractive affair. During the sesing they were in danger. W,hen the
The WO mortgage of W W. Miley
chard,
the men who says his true father and mother back in the old sion the young ladies and gentlemen
rear wheels caught the curve and was allowed by the effete yesterday
name
is
Albert Horsley, who aisassi- days in Canada; in fact, leaning out will be admitted to membership in
this
brought
H.
NelNortleiSixth
proeeedina
where
W.
ip the
started up
nated
Gov. Frank Steunen- thirty-six years of his history under the organization that numbers hunformer
the body of the car towards the men, son and son of Hampton county,
berg at Caldwell on December 30. direction of counsel for the state, dreds of those. graduating from the
who had to leap quickly to prevent • a petition in bankruptcy.
too5. will continue his gruesome plunged at once into the narration of Paducah schools for many years
getting run over and probably killed.
story as a 'witness against Wm. D. swhat be has done since early in 1899, past.
It tnoki only a few moments to right
TO *LAY BASEBALL.
Haywood, secretary-treasurer of the when, as a worker in the Coetir
the' car, but the men had a narrow
Western
escape, as they were expecting the The High School Team and "Padu- Western Federation of Miners, in d'Alenes, he first joined the
Ad4repaes by Noted Men.
not to
Federation
of
'Miners.
It
is
fearthe
today.
The
district
Court
ones
ftont
hind wheels to follow the
cah Specials" to Play Today.
Memphis, Tenn., June 6.—An atsome relation of five eeats \of crime be supposed that his misdoings COMon out Broadway, but 102 tricked
'Another game of baseball will be has not been finished. The climax is menced with the lighting of the fuse tractive programme was carried olio
thews.
played between the "Padticah Specthe Retailer Hill mill at' at the sessions of this, the third day
The car does this quite often and ials" and the high school team the to come today. if /indeed there can be that blew up
hurled two to death, of the joint annual meetipg of the
those
terrible
than
Wardner
and
climax
more
it appears that something should be second contest being scheduled for a
must, tell of the last state bar associations 'of Arkkansas
narrative
told
today
he
reached
in
the
but
already
done to repair either it or the mime this+ afternoon at Wallace park, the
the
winch
when on a stormy and Tennessee. The feature of the
of
crime
of
all,
witness.
The
story
the
by
before some one is killed or injured game to be galled sale3 o'clock. for
crime with which Haywood is night as the old year was:'dying. he 'morning session was an address' by
Villrehat a(JIM/56A of fifteen cents charged is a revelation to the peo- set a bomb that blew Frank Steimen- *on, Hornig Taylor, forever 'tainis
Mrs. Clay G. Lemion and son. of will he charged
ple of this country, if the story told berk to his death within sight of his ter to Spain, on "The Grotding imMayfield, have gone home after.visitby Orchard is true. So far as the children and within the heasing qi portance of the Fourteenth - Amend:
ing the former's parents. Colonel Joe
The City of Sftltille trent mit -of--weeteile of Mahe and the peefeattation his Wife.
ment." Pipers were presented by
A. Miller and, wife, of Soeth Sixth., the Tennessee river last evenirez of this care are concerned, the cliIn is thought that the state, after Hon E. F. Mrs. of Topeka. Kati.,
• bound for St. Lome
max comes today from the telling of sketching Orchards' life for the last on "Lawyers id Antiquity." and by
If death came to call on a man
(The advantage of being cm the wa- the. murder of Frank Steunenberg.
five years. may go,intn further- detail N. W. Norton of Forrest City, Ark.,
more than 'once. the man might lose terwagnn is the fun you have falling
'In his crinchteirin on the tttarml yes- covering the tame groond before on "The Progress of the Law as
A
•
*gain.
his respect for it. .4
terday Orchard, re• Horsley, without turning it over to the defense.
°moored with Other Professions."

SUNDAY FLOWER STREET CAR
DOES
MISSION
-THE PADUCAH W. C. T. U.
WILL CELEBRATE THE
OCCASION.

VVITNEfili TELLS OF ATTEMPT
TO MURDER JUDGE GABBART.

Bowling Green, June 6.—The oe prohibition voted with the dem
"drys" won in the local option dee- forces as a rebuke to the inselense
tion by a majority of 235. This ends of the saloonists and their political
one of the most exciting campaigns allies.
ever waged in this town and county.
The county is overwhelmingly
Every church in the town concluctedefigures not yet obtainable.
all day prayer services. The woe
men and children took a most promiWind up of Campaign.
nent part in the work around the
One of the most spectacular featpolls. It was practically impossib)e ures of the BowliOg Green local 'opfor a man with any self-respect or tion fight was thus described in yesfeeling for others to vote with the terday's Courier-Journal:
wet crowd.
`1Bowling Green, Ky., Tune 6.—
The negro vote was largely heWl in The wildest exictement prevailed
line for the wets but most of thee here tonight. Hundreds of talesple
respectable, hard-working negroes lined the 'streets from before nightvoted for local option.
fall on, and the tent on Main street
The saloon crowd counted largely was filled to overflowing. The meeton the railroad man and working ing had been advertised for colored
man's vote, but the boys in overalls, people, but hundreds of white stood
disappointed them, hning up almost around the edge of the tent.
solid, to support the cause of sobriDr. William Tuner who is one of
ety and right and against the liquoz the most prominent repliblicans here
crowd.
and who recently 'went out of the
°outside of the moral latirces at whiskey business and joined the temwork or the prohibition sick., the perance forces, made a rousing
strength of the movement came from speech to the audience. Two colthe open disregard of law and per- ored orators also delivered addresses.
nicious interference in politics by A colored man from Louisvale spokes
the- whiskey gang.
to a number of his race, further
It was said time and again that down the street, for the "wets.'
the liquor, forces owned the police Several county officials who had
and other officers, body and soul. been counted • with the "wets" today
This caused nearly all supporters of announced openly that they would
law and order to take the dry side vote "dry." The election takes place
and many who doubted the wisdom tomorrow.
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ezitgracciorHARBOUR'S
21st Friday ,
BARGAIN SALE

BIG DOLLARS SAVED

HARBOUR'S

TO-DAY

Attractive goods at ball3ain pricEs. Take advantage at them. A spocial shoe sale Satnliday night frOm
7:30 to clOsing time. Lot men's $3.00,shoes at $2.25. Lot womEn's $2,50 oxfordS at $1.90. Below is a
partial list of the bargains on sale Friday.

FRIDAY MILLINERY BARGAINS.
Dainty, airy touches for summer,
charmingly beautiful hats, many of
them worth double and some of them
three times today, Friday's bargain
price.
DRESS GOODS.
Black Voiles-42 inches wide,
were $1.go, Friday soc.
Black Grenadines-4o inches wide,
were $Loo, Friday 48c.
Mixed Suitings-Light grounds,
36 inches wide, regular price 50c,
Friday 35c.
Shadow Checks-Light grounds,
38 inches wick, were 6oc, Friday 49e.
Checked Suitings-Light grounds,
46 inches wide, $Loo values, Friday
59c.

values, today $5.00.
ground,
Skirts-Light
Checked
regular $4.50 values, today $2.50.
Sicillian and Panama Skirts, regular $5 values, today $3.50.
Chiffon, Panama and Voile Skirts,
regular $8.50 values, today $3.50.
WOMEN'S WAISTS.
White Lawn Waists, regular $1.25
values, today 8gc.
Regular $1.5o values, today $1.00.
Regular 111.75 values, today $1.25.
Regular $2.00 values, today $1.50.
Regular $2.25 values, today $L75.
MEN'S FURNISHINGS.
Suspenders-Lfght and clerk, regular soc values, today 25C.
colors,
Four-in-bands - Plain
stripes and checks, regular soc values, today 25c.
Men's Negligee Shirts - Pretty

BLACKJ TAFFETA SILK.
40 Yards of Black Taffeta Silk, 36
inches wide, regular price $1.00, today, Friday 85c.
WHITE GOODS.
India Linon-32 inches wide, regular 12 I-2c values Friday roc.
Linen Suitings-36 inches wide,
the imported kind, a good 33c value,
Friday bargain price 25c.
White Figured Madras, regular
18c value, today loc.
Silk Mull, 27 inches wide, cream,
white, light blue, navy, red„ green.
tan. gray and Wade regular price
25c, today, Friday 15c.
WOMEN'S SKIRTS.
White Linen Skirts, regular values
today g5c.
White Mohair Skirts, regular $7.50

silk effects, regular 75c values, today
50C.

Boys Negligee Shirts, regular eoc
and soc values, today 25c.
SHOES AND OgFORDS.
Not all sizes of each kind, but all
sizes in the lot.
Children's Oxbordp, f,egutar $1.00,
today 7sc.
Misses' Oxfords, regular $t.25,
today $x.00.
Women's Oxfords, regular $2.50,
today $1.75.
Women's Oxfords, regular $1.50,
today $1.00.
Women's Joliet Slippes, sizes 6,
7 and 8, regular $1.5o, today $r.00.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
20 lbs "C" Sugar $Loo.
7 1-2 lbs. Good Luck Coffee $Loo.
lb. No. 3 Gun Powder Tea 38C.

Harbour's Department Store

21st Friday
BARGAIN SASE

6 bars Star Soap and i box Naptha
Washing Powder 25c.
cans Strawberries 29C.
cans Blackberries actc.
cans Raspberries 29C.
2 1-2 lbs. California Peaches 16c.
3 cans Eaglehead's Baking Powder
loc.
3 Cakes Crystal SoapS asst. 22C.
6 bars Harbour's Pure Glycerine
Soap 25c.
cans corn 25e.
3 cans Cream Corn 27c.
3 cans Kraut 24c.
1 1-2 lb. package Postuf Coffee aac.
r lb. Fig Cakes 14.X.
pkgs. Coffee 25c.
a pkgs. Arbuckles Coffee 35e.

NORTH THIRD STRUT
Half Square From Broadway

•'MVP's

ONE DOLLAR
MATINEE CLUB CLOSE STORES
FOR WHEAT
RACES TO-DAY
411I OF JULY
MINIMUM

PRICE- THE AUTOMOBILE CONTEST
TO BE THE
COMES OFF AT 430 P. M.
WESTERN FARMERS STAND
SHARP.
TOGETHER

RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION HAS MADE THIS
AGREEMENT.

Control of Igoe Crop is Sought by The Program Calls for Some Very Will Also Request Every Other
Fine Contests Between Swift
Establishment in the City to
the American Society of
• Horse Flesh.
Do Likewise.
Equity.

z

r!'

Omaha. Neb., June 6.-"One dollar shall be the minimum price for a
bushel of wheat, with other grains in
proportion" was about the first remark of President J. A. Everett. of
Indianapolis, head of the American
Society of Equity, when he called
to order today nearly aoo enthusiastic delegates for the purpose of nationalizing the Grain, Growers' association. Less than half this number
had been expected, and when the
delegates were joined by 2oo Nebraska grain men, they looked ready
to make deliveries on their contracts.
"Every delegate to the body," declared Mr. Everett, "has paid his
railroad fare, and many of them are
here from as far east as the Atlantic coast. There is no politics in this
gathering, but when it adjourns action will have been taken that will
insure to the grain raisers of this
country a voice in making the price
they shall receive for their products."
Today's proceedings were in a
large manner of the prelinvinary sort,
and special committees were put to
work to prepare a program of organization and procedure.
The resolutions and by-laws to be
adopted and the election of officers
will be of the greateet importance.
The by-laws will provide the anodes
operandi of the organization, and
will present the plan for keeping
wheat at a dollar by securing pledges
from the wheat growers to hold their
grain until they can secure the price
placed on the product by the national organization. These by-laws
will come up for adoption tomcat1.011One of the important objects of
the -Meeting is to 'secure control of
tire loos .wheat crop. It is realized
that quick work will be necessary.
and the association will make a substantial appropriation to' place a
large number of agents ia the field
to stop the sale of wheat by farmers,
to the end that it will reduce the
visible supply to a point low enough
to keep the price as or above the dollar mark.
James A Kemper. of Virginia. who
is a member of the executive board
of the society, made a brief address
at the afternoon session, d'uring
the'course of which he outlined the
program to corner the market to this
extent. Mr. Kemper says the organ
ization will have a sufficiency of
ninney behind it to carry out the
plan.
'Asked if such an organization with
by-lawe such as are proposed: world
not be subject to prosecution under
the provisions of the anti-trust law.
President Everett declared there
wOuld be nothing in its constitution
to' show that it was a trust.
"Everybody is organizing to protect his particular line of business,"
voice President Everett. "Why not
*he farmer? The American Society
of Equity is now in a position to secure loins that will help the farmers
to carry their crop 'until such time
as they can get a living price for the
grain. We will not stop at grains:
we shall use the same methods to secure top prices for dairy and other
products. W,e are receiving the suppert of farmers' ,elevators, and will
tatee most of them into the association."

This afternoon at 2:3o ciclock
the Matinee club's races commence
at the fair grounds, and with pretty
weather many hundreds of enthusiasts will be out to enjoy the afternoon's contests and recreation. The
program will put before the audience
some fine and speedy stock, while
the most exciting thing .will be the
three-mile automobile race? At the
discharge of the pistol the autos will
enaloe a standink start and whirl
around the track six times in making
the three miles, it being a half-mile
speedway. The machines are the
swiftest made and will have in them
the best chauffeurs of the city.
This will be the second of the
series of afternoon matinees, which
will be continued throughout the
summer at intervals of two or three
weeks.
The automobile race starts at 4.30
o'clock sharp, no matter whether the
horse races are over or not. If the
horses have not finished the auto
contest will be sandwiched in between in order not to disappoint the
crowd at the exact hour.
Sam Pachen, who will be driven
by Thomas Settle, is owned by Dr.
Rollins, while Tobe Sccott, driven by
Mr. Settle, is owned by George
Goodman.

The Retail Merchants' association
has taken a stand on lie question of
keeping their' establishments closed
all of the Fourth of July, so that
everybody may have a full holiday.
In addition to adopting a resolution
providing that every establishment
in the association shall keep closeJ
all of that day, the decided to request
every other business house in the
city to close, so that the clerks and
other attaches and proprietors, can
enjoy the benefit of a holiday.
In the past many of the stores
have kept open until noon, and others all day, but the desire to close
taking such a decided turu the asso
dation members will all keep closed
and request others to do ikewise.
The association has elected the
following officers to serve for the
ensuing twelve months:
President-W. M. Rieke.
Vice-President-Joseph Wolff.
Secretary-Treasurer-W. E Cochran.
Directors-Jacob Wallerstein, R.
D. Clements, Lawrence S. Gleaves
amot Roy I.. Culley.
MACHINE AS BOOKKEEPER.
--- New Wonder of the Age Can Add,
Divide, Subtract and Multiply.

Chicago, June 6.-Exit book-keepNOT A GOOD DAY FOR
RATS. EITHER. er, expert accountants and clerical
ink-slinger. The men and women
Mayleld Man Catches 32 in One who for centuries have earned a living through their cleverness at figTrap-Rat Tounaments.
ures are to be displaced by a maMayfield adds the latest to the rat chine. Inventor Samuel E. Carlin
bowies. an dthe most er-rat-ic is pub- has produced what unprejudiced
lished in the Messenger, as follows: investigators have designated as the
"The rat family which have been mechanical wonder of all time-a
playing havoc over the country have machine that will add, subtract, distruck Mayfield, if we shall judge by vide and multiply, that will calcuthe number that are being captured late in vertical and horizontal lines
here every day. A. A. Meadows in simultaneously and show the balhis restaurant has been capturing ance of any account at any moment
them in big traps by the dozens for of the day.
the past week. During four nights
This is no dream, but a reality.
he caught over a hundred, the im'ist Moreover, nearly every bank in Chibeing caught in one night being 32, cago has inquired inta the Carlin
all in one tap. A large number wias wonder-worker, and all are declared
taken in custody this morning. and to be anxious to put it into use.
M. Meadows' littlo ratter had as
"In a few years," said Mr. Carlin,
much as she could manage in one yesterday, "this machine will keep
big rusty rodent. The tat stood up books for all the world."
The machine, it is claimed, can be
and fought the dog until I
captured the honors. Large crowds used in any place where books are
gaher over on the east side every kept. It is operated through the
morning to witness the scene when medium of an ordinary typewriter,
Mr. Meadows turns them out.
to which is attached an electric mo''In speaking of this rat business tot. All the operator has to do is
Rob James says he is curious to to sit at the machine and strike it.
know the kind of bait Mr: 'Meadows
Mr. Carlin has for twelve years
uses and if they come from Murray been a book-keeper. Ile did not
court house they are in mighty fine know until five years ago that he
order. Mr. James said that if the was of a mechanical turn. He then
matter continued he suggested send- set to work to produce a device that
ing for a colony of Chinese to devour would strike a correct balance and
them."
add, subtract and do all arithmetical
stunts vakthout the possibility of an
error.
TRIPLETS BORN IN
LOUISVILLE HOME.
As an acauntant he said lie realized that the slightest mistake in
Louisville, June 6.--Triplets, all a column of figues under the present
girls, were born to Mr. and Mrs. system would throw out the entire
John Moore, living on the Thirty- work for days to discover an error
third street road just inside the city of .me cent in a balance.
this morning. The
Bank experts who have seen the
limitso early
babes tipped the beam at from seven fachine work admit that it does evto. nine pounds each. The father is erything claimed for it, and thousa farmer and dairyman.
ands of elerks will have to seek other'
employment. One machine will reThe more a man knows about any duce the force in a bank at least so
subject the more cautious he ist in per cent.
discussing it.
It seems to be mighty ha: 1 for
Freedom of speech has blasted the average mortal ta act §1(
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many a reputation for wisdom.
when out in a crowd.
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BOUGHT COFFIN YEARS AGO.
JAPS WILL APPEAL TO
INDIAN IS CRAFTY.
,
AFTERWARD
LAW FIRST,
IF NOT SATISFIED -? Fake Antiquities Made by Red Men Woman Hanged Herself at Last and
Can Now Use It.
Fool Many Tourists.
Will Bring Suit Against City of San
Knoxville, Tenn, June 6.-Miss
Francisco in Connection With
-"The gentle and untutored savage
Attacks on Jap Restaurants.
may be a guileless sort of a citizen Sallie Samna, an aged and dementWashington, June 6.-The Japan- sometimes, but he causes the scientif- ed woman, was found hanging to a
ese trouble in San Francisco prob- ic departments of the government a cedar tree in the rear of her Dale
ably will be settled by a recourse to good deal of trouble and rolls the avenue home this morning, she havthe law. Information has been re- tourist person out of a lot of coin ing presumably suicided some hour
ceived to the effect that the Japan- in the course of the season by the during the night. Her funeral will
ese consul in San Francisco is con- manufacture of fake antiquities," be held at Rogersville today.
She will be buried in a coffin which
templating bringing a suit against said a government archaeologist in
the city of San Francisco for dam- talking to a Washington Star re- she purchased fourteen years ago,
ages incurred by the owners of the porter the other day. "There is and which has stood in a local unHorse Shoe restaurant and the Fol- hardly a week passes but, what the dertaker's parlors all that time and
som Bath House from the attack of Smithsonian, or the National mu- with various trinkets within, which
a mob on May 2 last. The suit sewn, or the bureau of ethnology she desired to have interred with
will be tinder' the state law and in are called upon to pass on the gen- her.
She has for sonic time resided
the nanto. af Ste owners of the uineniss of some 'antiquity' that the
with
her sister, Mrs. 0. I.. Owens,
places wrecked.
the
from
confiding tourist has bought
It is understood that the 'Japan- Indians and possibly wants to sell at and has been given close attention.
ese will be perfectly satisfied with a greatly enhanced value to the gov- She was perfectly harmless and
a judicial determination of the case. ernment. It might be well to say when neatly dressed showed that in
Supplementing his telegraphic re- right here that the government is youth she had been a handsome woply to the inquiry ot Secretary Root not buying any antiquities that way. man. She was a descendant' of a
regarding the most recent of Jap- There are too many fakes on the prominent Hawkins county family
anese disturbances in San Francisco market for the government to take and was of kindly disposition, often
Governor Gillette of California, has any risk. There arc factories up in going to the homes of afflicted ones
submitted a mail report dealing in Connecticut that male a business of and nursinig them for days at a time
detail with the outbreak of the trou- turning out little clay images and She ii said to have been a graduate
ble in the Japanese Horse Shoe res- pottery bowls such ae used to be of the Synodical college at Rogerstaurant and its extension to the made by some of the Indian tribes. ville and to have become unbalanced
bathhouse opposite. The governor's Donn in Mexico City there arc two mentally on account of a love stairstatements are praotically the same very thriving establishmente where
the news disTHE GENTLE CYNIC.
as those continued
antiquities are made while you waite
patches.
very
artistic
and where they do some
Even wisdom may be only skits
The state department also has re- work. You can get plain, unvarnishsubject
same
ceived a report an the
the pierce% deep.
ed
from
antiquities
fresh
from the adjutant-general of Cali- kiln but if you are willing to wait a I All men arc equal-till they ant
forma and the chief of police of San couple of days they can age the found out.
Many a fellow sows his wild oats,
Francisco. These reports seem to game article so that it would fool
and reaps a grass widow.
establish the fact that the affair as even most of the experts.
Most men like to be jollied and are
the natural outcome of the labor
"But one of the most artistic pieces willing to pay for it.
troubles in San Francisco and that
saw
eve?
line
that
I
graft in that
A wise woman never quarrels with
racial feeling had very 'little to da of
worked was shown on the banks of a her husband until after pay
with it, save in the latter stages.
day.
Platte.
the
into
running
river
The worst thing about common
Photographs accompanying the re- little
There was an Indian village. and a sense is that it is sr unfashionable.
ports show the exact condition of the
good many tolerably expert aborigioutthe
after
Discretion may be the better part
places
Japanese
two
nal potters in it. They (lid a thriv- af valor because it can run fast.
only
lasted
break of the mob, which
ing business with the tourists comNo search warrant is necessarv
a few minutes, stones lying in the
ing that way. and for a sufficient con- in looking for trouble or minding
and
ilaors
windows and one the
sideration the' tourist was allowed to fault.
other evidence of violence being obout and dig up his own relics, so
sol
of
instance
the
at
that
Many a girl's idea of doing good
It appears
knew they were genuine. The in the world is to marry a man to
he
had
Gov. Gillette, the chief of police
question was cut through reform him.
previously taken special care to pro- stream in
soil with hanks that cav- goes to lunch 4 woman goes to
soft,
sandy
Francisco.
tect the Japanese in San
at every freshet.
It's queer that while a man always
His force was much depleted owing ed and crumbled
to make a lot of luncheon.
used
Indians
The
of
part
large
to the necessity of a
more or leas( deehable pottery piecit to the protection of the street car
es,
breaking them artistically aome- BULL CHARGES A
at
attacked
being
were
lines, which
when occasion served. Then
tbrit's
as
RED TROLLEY CAR.
many points. But he did station
would take them out, to the side
they.
spare,
could
he
as
policemen
many
of the stream and bury them so that
dressed in plain clothes, in the
A bull becoming enraged at the
the soil.
neighborhood of the place where the they would fall in with
feshly painted red trolley, car which
When the tondo came hun•ing relics does duty on the branch between
outbreak occurred.
he would he piloted down the bed of the Ridge and the
The suddenness' of the affair preGermantown pike,
the stream and the guide Auld stop from
to
Plymouth
Ilarmonville
vented these palicemen from acting
and then and dig into the cram- Meeting, charged upon . the car, and
in time to save the property of the now
digging
in
Eventually
bank
William Diamond, in endeavoring to
Japanese. Two white men, who bling
obvlosely nntouebed soil
protect the Schuyikill Valley Trace
were said to have worn some kind through the
pottery
on
the
some
hit
of
tion company's property, nearly paid
of badges, engaged in an altercation he would
buried from
Japanese restaurant, and ac- that had been carefully
the penalty with hi life
and then of course
The bull leaped upon the platform
according to one statement, a Japan- the prairie above,
pay double for
would
tenderfoot
the
of
one
at
upon which Diamond was standing
ese coak threw a knife
be knew it was the and
them. The fight was transferred to the find because
knocked _the conductor down.
Oh,
no, the gentle and Diamond
thing
reel
and
gathered
crowd
managed to crawl into the
the street; a
entutpred savage is not crafty at all." car, and the bull,
endeavoring to folthe mobbing followed.
low, became wedg_l in the narrow
Possibly it was more violent than
passageway, and Diamond escaped.
if a white restaurant had been the KEYSTONE STATE TO
INDORSE KNOX. The driver got 'lie animal out with
object of attack, laut all through the
difficulty.-Philadelphia Record.
reports ran evidences that in some
way the Japanese had offended the
-Dele6.
June
Pdt.
Harrisburg,
rules of the labor unian and that gates representing the Republican,
1111YEINTY YEARS MARRIED.
racial feeling was merely ' an inci- of Penneylvanta avotembled in state
Independence, Mo., June 6.-Mr.
dent to the affair.
theatre and Mrs. Green Bedford, of this city,
the
Lyceum
in
convention
cachThe Japanese account as it
Otis morning aud were called to or- today celebrated the seventieth anes the embassy had foam the consul der by State Chairman Andtew's. Af- niversary of their wedding. They
conin
is
general at San Francisco
ter the opening speeches, followed were married June 6. 1837, in Harrisflict. With the above mentioned rethe work of organization, and the on county, Kentucky, and in ;966
by
prinincident
ports in ascribing the
of the necessary com- moved to this state, where they have
appointment
cipally to an outbreak of race feel- mittees, a recess wai token to per- since resided. Me. Bedford is now
ing in San Franesco, and it is pos- mit the committees to do their work. pro go, while his wife is two years
sible that the issue thus raised can
There is 'but one nomination to be his junior. Both are the last of a
be met 'n the report af District At- made by the convention, that of a family of Le ehildren. The couple
to
expected
torney Devlin, which is
candidaie for state treasurer. Among has seven childree, sixteen grandbe completed today.
those who are prOrrtinently tiamed child en and twelve great-grandfoie' the nomination are State Sena- children.
No it for Damages.
tor Henry 'I-1, Cummings of Warren
Opens Schools.
John 0.
San Francisco, June 6 -Japanese county. Representative
Yowl-Shill Kai, the most energetic
Consul-General Uyeno says that he Sheatz o Philadelphia, Grier Hirsch
knows nothing of any contemplated of York, John K. Tanner of Charle- viceroy in the empire, has established
smoo
suit for damages growing out af the roi, and,State Senator John S. Fish- since the Boxer outbreak
schools in the single province of Chirecent trouble in a Jaoanese restaii er of Indiana.
rset on Po'som atrzet.
It is expected that the convention li. ,
wil give a favorite-son indorsement
The world seldom recognirese the
'Republican
Practical religion is the kind that to Senator Knox for the
Senator worth of a man until it is too late to
nem4nat1on.
presidential
to
only
not
and
live,
to
helpsyou,.
it to help the man.
as a preacher.
•
die
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good reason witty the city should
order the company to take its wires
from the city Roles, for their presence
causes no harm and the city is supposed to collect 25 cents per nanum
from each company that uses a city
pole, and for allto use separate poles
means to line the streets with poles,
which to say the least are very unsightly.
If the wires cannot be put underground, where they belong, the next
best thing for the city is to require
all companies- to use the same poles
wherever practicable.

Anyone failing to receive this paper
A New Court Houle.
regularly should report the matter to
•While the subject of altifring the
The Register office at once. Telephone Cumberland 318.
court house so as to installs a jail in
the basement thereof is up for discussion The Register offers the sug<um
..„ s="10.--- s ses•44 gestion that this county needs a
modern court house. In other words
the present building should be torn
Separate and Joint Poles.
down 'and something like $too,000 or
referring
more invested in a building that will
The News-Democrat in
4.
to the ;East TetuusAre Tehephooe not only be a credit to the county
company demanding that the city -TIC- but an ornament as well. The presmare :its wires from the company's ent court house may have answered
poles,..and 'the city retaliating by old- the purpose fifty years ago; but for
erine the' company's wires frcini the this day and generation it.is a discity's pules, seems to be of the opin- grace ,to the city and county. The
ion that abolishing joint poles turd only attractive part about. it is the
using separate poles is a good move grotinds surrounding the building.
and that the public is to be congetu- With an eyesore in the shapepf a
ilding
hied over the matter, saying further jail and an antiquated
beatity
is
that the change will lessen he liabil- proper, much of the natural
there
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i•v to accidents by the
c,iiiing crossed or breaking and fall- is not a decen ourt room or office.
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The var
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The danger' to ac- fiscal court should not take up the
the city
cideht iasfir less where both pse the question of a new court house and
semi/Poles than it 's- where separate push the matter through'
It would be a waste of money to
pides are used, and we will prove it.
place
the jail in the basement of the
jn the first place throughout the
present
court house. It would cost
city the East Tennessee Telephone
thousands
of dollars to build the jail
company has its wires strung on one
there
and
when that is done the
side of the streets and the Home
building
would
no longer be fit for
Telephone company has its wires
The county
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house
purposes.
strung on the other side. Therefore,
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in baselesson
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The
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are telephone wires, and consequentwill alver4ble
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present
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lie
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Nita* itslapboric wires._ 'As, all teleIf the magistrates will sound the
phone wires are strung above the
on the question of a new
public
city, the light aod the power wires,
they will find the peocourt
house,
ef a telephone wire breaks it will
ple
in
favor
of
a new, modern buildfall or hang down on the heavier
ing.'
wires just the same if separate poles

1

are used or jdint poles are used.
Hence the danger or liability to accident from that soiree is just as
great, no matter how many or how
few poles are used. But that is not
all There is more danger to the
telephone lineman in climbing a telephone pole, where separate pales are
used than where the city uses the
telephone poles; that is if he climbs
the poles af•er dark when the current from the city plant is turned on,.
hut as a rule the city wires are dead
jn the day time. But ty rcttly to

St. Louis Boodlers.
The last two of the convicted
boodlers of St. Louis will be released
June 15, Governor Folk, who prosecuted them, issuing pardons effective
that date. The two boodlers. Julius
Lehmann and Emil tiartmann, are
the last of the seven convicted hoodlets to leave the penitentiary, where
they have been confined for over
When Folk first
three years past
stated that he would land the St.
boodlcrs in the penitentiary

the palm. She caught a burglar in ti it
her room and married him."
The temperance forces throughout
the state are to be congratulated
over the victory won at Bowling
Green yesterday when .by a2Viittjority
of 235 votes that city decided in
favor of local option. It is ,IaPd that
in .proportion to its size . Bowling
Green has more saloons than the average Kentucky city, and the victory
won in the face of those odds will
give an impetus to the sentiment far
temperance in other large cities of
/his state.
FOR 'THE WEDDING FEAST.
Chicken Salad One of the Most Dependable of Relishes.
'Chicken salad is the most dependable relish to serve at a wedding
feast. It never iktlds the possibilities of ptomaine poisoning as fish
may and it daes not wilt as a green
salad would, if the reception runs
for some length. Here is an o
family recipe: This quantity sbold
make very nearly two quarts.. of salad, sufficient for twenty people if
served with sandwiches or ices. Select two plump fowls, not too old,
simmer in boiling water until tender.
Do not cut them up before cooking,
and do not cool in cold water, as
this draws out the juice. When tender, remove from the !liquor, cool
and cut into dice. Add one Pilll of
celery cue into dice, mixed lightly,
sprinkled with a little salt. If you
do not like oil, use this dressing:
the well beaten yolk of one egg add
seven pinches of niustard, seven teaspoonfuls of sugar; piece in a porcelain stew pan, add slowly seven tablespoonfuls of boiling vinegar. Cook
slowly until thick, mix wish the
chicken, add one cupful of good
sweet cream, whipped light, and salt
and pepper to taste. If you like oil
try this mayonnaise dressing: Into
the wet-beaten yolk of one egg add
drop by drop one pint of olive oil.
Boil two eggs hard; rub into the
yolks a dash of cayenne pepper, onehalf spoonful of salt. Add this to
the yolks and oil. Now add finely
chopped whites of the eggs and
juice of half a lemon; mix well, then
add the well-beaten white of the uncooked egg; and the dressing is
ready for use
"HAY STOVE"„AS HANDY.
Saves Fuel and Discomfort During
•
Thg Hot WesTr.
Here
-a ,good"wiy
peep the
kitchen cool and also to save fuel:
Take an old trunk or a wooden box
about the size of a trunk, fill with
hay, pack tightly and make four or
five holes in the hay to. arconnnodate pots of different sizes. Prepare
your meat, vegetables. rice, halt or
whatever you wish to cook, put on
gas stove and let come to boding
point. Tadoe off and put into holes in
your hay,stove; have a tightly fitting
cover on each pot and' close the lid,
which, must also be lined with hay
and lastly with netting or cheesecloth to keep the hay from spilling.
If put in while preparing luncheon
or just after everything will come
out nicely and thoroughly done for
a seven o'clock dinner. Oatmeal
may be cooked over night. Have
tried this in the house and in camp
during summer when we would put
our dinner to cook at daybreak, gt)
an an excursion, and come back at
noon tired and hungry, lift the lid
of our hay stove and find our dinner
ready to be served and eaten. Everything gets ihorotighly done without
burning or boiling dry.
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Boulevards and rp::: The CityBeautiful

TODAY 121 HISTORY. tt
u
uuu
u IS St

JUNE 7.
1520—Meeting of Henry V I
Francis I. on. a plain,
lais.
Li
1770—Second' Earl of
British prime minister, born.
Died Dec,. 14, 1828.
r798—frim.
rish rebels defeated near
t814—Emperor of Russia and King
of Prussia visited England.
1832—First Reform Bill became a
law in Fri:gland.
t859—David Cox famous landscape
painter, died.
1861—Malcolm IR. Patterson, governor of Tennessee, born.
1892—Republican convention, Minneapolis nominated -ilenjamin
Harrison and Whitelaw Reid.
1893—Fifty vilages' destroyed by
a flood i 'Austria.
Olney, of Massachu1895—Riche
de
became secretary of
tate.
t—Andrew Carnegie gave $to,000,000 to Scotch universities.
"THIS IS MY 46TH BIRTHDAY"
—Malcolm R. 'Patterson.
Malcolm Rice Patterson, whom
the Democrats of Tennessee honored
with the governorship at the last
election, is a native of Alabama. in
which state he was born June 7,
186r. With his parents he moved to
Tennessee soon after the close of the
civil war,"%nd became a resident of
Memphis. His education was received at the Christian Brothirs' college
in Memphis and at Vanderbilt University. After his graduation he
read law in his father's office and
was admitted to the bar in 1883. In
1884
wa %nominated for the legislature by the Democrats, but was
defeated. In e894 he was elected attorney. general of Shelby county, in
which capacity he served six years,
resigning in' two to accept the Democratic nomination for congress in
the Tenth district. When he entered the contest he was almost unknown, but he pursued a vigorous
campaign and won the nomination
and election by an overwhelming
majority. He was renominated in
1902 and 19.11 without
opposition.
Last year he resigned his seat in
congress: to make the race for governor and was elected over H. Clay
Evans, the Repnblitan canctidete

WATCHMAN HOLT
WAS DISMISSED
JUDGE CROSS DID NOT THINX
EVIDENCE SUFFICIkNT
TO HOLD HIM..

Charles Johnson. Colored. Held to
The Grand Jury on Charge of
Stealing a Watch.

The widening of West Jeffers° n street was a financial success
as it has raised the price of Wes t Jefferson street lots over fifty
per cent. above West Broadway, lots when at that time West
Broadway was the highest priced property—and of greater importance than being a money maker —it provided, a high class residence section to be enjoyed by the people of Paducah as long •
as the city exists—so it can be r eadily seen that to establish a
ci boulevard means more than merely selling a in lots, at it
ends to making the "Cit yBeau tiful" which we so much desire
for Greater Paducah—Boulevard property is high priced and
always will be on account of tre amount of it being limited—as it
is almost impossible to find 6 or 7 blocks in the right place and
then try to induce 15 or 20 own ens to widen streets—sidewalks
and alleys and contribute toward s a Public Park—it simply is
useless to try it—Then it stan ds to reason—if any one has
been fortunate enough to estebli sh such a Boulevard—directly on
the path of the city's progress —you should noe'be slow to own
a few of these and join in the p rofitable venture — Befoie improvements set in—such lots, ar e generally utslihmi..the market at
from $300 to $400. By putting the restriction...high as ta. class
of residences to be built—such lo ts can be made worth five
times its first cost inside of ten years time and laredy increase
the value of surrounding proper ty — if you • Walt lin 'actual
defonstration of the workings of such a propoidtion see what
Fountain avenue has done for its lot holders in the last five
year.. Were you One of them? If you ge, anothy, such chance
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Painless entistry
HEM TO STAY

LONGMSTABLISHID

We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts and
I use all pinnies@ methods.
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business make
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
following
Fhates
Gold Crowns
Bridge Work
Gold Filings
Platinum
Silver

4-••••
sae
t.00
Soo
• ••75

ire Hill Dental Co.

E. E. liott was dismissed 'yesterday morning in the police court of
OF FICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
the charge of shooting Fred Collins
Office Hours: 8 ti. m. to 8 p. m. Sunday's 9 a. m. to 4 p. in.
one night several weeks ago, at
2nd and Broadway
Phone 33o
Twelfth and Trimble streets, the
shooting occurring on the evening
that Gentry Brothers' circus sliosvzd
at the grounds at that point.
The testimony was the same with
one exception. There were not other
witnesses than the principals, Holt
and Collins being in a secluded por
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We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternooa
of a sultry day until we reached our Chet.
der, which was a dingy apartment id
a tenement house. We were very rest,
less and boisterous. hot our Rabbi Jo.
seph did not check our noise as he gelid
preoe
erall r did. His thoughti Eeemed too fa
First.
swat. I looked at him closely, for hie
upied air always made me won.
Because it irons smothly, not
der what his past life had been.
rough.
He was about 60 years of age. Povi
Second.
erty must have been his constant coin.
The button holes, or stud
panion, because furrows of care were
holes match.
on his broad wrinkled forehead. Hie
Third.
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
Negligee shirts with buttons
they
implored pity, and were now and
withand
are ironed perfectly
then raised in prayer to the Heaven13/
out injury.
Father. On the side of his ears hu
Fourth.
too earlocks, according to orien
It irons either stiff or pleated
fashion.
His beard was . long an
the
and
new,
bosoms like
hoary.
His
shoulders were so bent and
"hump" so often seen is missturved the he seemed to have borne the
ing.
yoke and persecution of his race for cenNo other like it in West Kenturies. A large Hebrew book lay open
by
yourself
Satisfy
tucky.
before him, as if the very leaves spoke
sending us your laundry.
to him and revealed the powers and
•
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
doo.
'Phone
Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us,
Moses, who sat. next to me, pricked my
feet with a pin under the table. ThU
made me howl, and I vowed that when
we were dismissed I would repay him
with interest.
"Sha!" said rabbi, in his deep, govern.
lug voice, "if you promise to be good I
13 it tit It ti it it it it
nt VI it tit ti 13 will tell you a rtory afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough, foe
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
we always delighted in the stories of
past glories. Yet I must say thal
RIVER PACKET CO. our
perhaps we tholight more of the coming story than of our prayer. Then, in
The cheapest and best excur- the Hebrew sing-song, we began to recite a psalm with real vigor. Our beetle
sion out of Paducah.
shook, our feet swung, and, to eomplets
the noise, the bench creaked terribly.
$8.00
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
for the round trip to Tennessee began as follows:
"You know it is sometimes a relise
River and return.
to tell all that lies upan one's heart."
He cleared his voice and gathered
courageIt is a trip of pleasure, comfort
"I had wealthy parents and received
arid rest; good service, good table, • good edneation. My
youth passed
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each away happily, for I know no cares.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m. When I was 22 years old I married
Mather, a geed and beautiful =idea.
for other information apply to
She van the danehter of Rabbi Bea
Ora. As pure as a lily was her soot
JAMES KOGEB., Supt.
Oh. Father, keep it within thy caret"
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt. Here he lifted up his hands and his
voice was full of passion, while two
tsars ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets of his
EXCURSION RATES
beard.
ON THE RIVER. We boys put our arms upon one ear
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was my
Rtit. ND "11- rh TO
tome to be the source ef comfort for
the poor and homeless, for the czar isEvansville ana Return
sued an edict expelltng the Ilebrews of
Continuous Passage, $4 co, Unlimited the villages. I had to go where all In;
Ticket, $5.00, Meal., Anti Berth
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
et' a few large, overcrowded cities. At
Incluheci.
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people.
Round Trip to Cairo,
I gave myself up to teaching by day
•. rty of five or over, $1 s each, with- and I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
studies in my humble dwelling I felt
Good music .on all the boats. For
eomforted that the Russians could not,
further particulars see
at least, take my Esther from me.
8. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, and
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass- two drunken officers entered. They
thrust my wife ewer. aad, seizing me
enger Agent. Phone 33.
by the collar, they dragged me Into the
cold, snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can hear them yet They echo dry
and hollow within my heart
Office, 419 Broadway.
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
which
I found many of my miserable
TELEPHONES:
brethren. We afterward found out that
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
the army wanted soldiers, and this Is
bow it got them. After a few days'
fourney we arrived at a village inhabJ. K. Hendrick.
.1. G. Miller ited by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
Wm. Marble.
liked.
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"I had to work from laybreak until
eight, and ray food was coarse brown
bread. I slept in the stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and in the attic in the sumniler. If I did not pleas*
my master I could be Bogged to death.
Who cared? My place would soon be
Ailed. Thus I peened some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to enter
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and
I lied to this free country. Oh, you
who are yet young, take pride in this
land of freedom. If she does not require you to die for her, then live for
her and make her glorious!"
The sun waa already declining and
'fleece reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your wife!" we reminded him. For answer he handed us
a newspaoer. This is what we read:
• 'Nether, the daughter of Rabbi Bee
Era, died at Vtlan. All feel her losd,
for she was like • grandmother to the
whole community. She had lived a life
of unselliehiness and self-sacrifice. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor,
day her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
to rest in peace. If I could but tread
upon the land of my forefathers I
should be satisfied. Judah, oh, Judah!
bow long are thou to roam"
Then his brad sank lower and hswer,
as if bowed down by grief and suffering. The shadows of darkness crept
Into the room and our rabbi seemed
unconscious' of us. W‘ quietly arose
sod walked out of the dark room, letty.
lag our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moses his pranks, and as
we walked along we sang the "Hattie
eah." When We reached our horess
ttie street .latrja...w
.. ere elady kindled
garrtrr
e. TireeSei was blowing --14.
_._-_.
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"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewatte, "I
"What's the trouble." he asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extravagant, and I know It is so hard for
you to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
about the first of the month. but I
simply must hare $20."
"Tweet—say, Mabel, what do you
think I am—the son-in-law of some
life insurance president? You might
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
you know that our expenses for hilt
month were $63 more than my salary? If you are acquainted with anybody who can tell me how to make
ends meet when things are going that
way bring them around and I'll pay
aim well for his time. What do you
want $20 forr
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Croaspatch
i'll get along without it some way
I know that I'm m,t worth half what
cost you, and—and I'm going to take
up eteography or music or be a Chiletint Science healer or something, so
that I will be able to earn money and
-and not always be such an expense
to you. It must bo et—just terrible
for a man to have to give up every
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
when he might have so much if be had
'lever married her, and—"
•
"There lige girl what's the use el
milting that way? You know I'd te
•he happiest man in the world if I
.ould pile bundles of money at your
'eat every morning and give you the
privilege of doing what you liked wit!
it. But really you know, I didn't
htreect to be called en for any more ex
*his for a few weeks and had it al'
'leered out se that I'd be Just shout
*hie to start In even neat month. 01
oars* I can give you the money 11
you absolutely need It but—"
"Oh if there are to be any butt
please don't say anything more about
a.. 1 appreciate your kindness, dear
and I know that you have a gererous
aature, and it must be awful selfish ot.
am to leave you to practice all the sell
lenlal. Never mind. I'll get along withJut it I will show you that I can be
orave, even If I am merely a useless ex„ense to you.”
"Hurrah! Now It's be so pleasant
tor me OS go away to work and seep
'hinking all day of our joyful parting.
test imagine me whistling gayly at MS
task as I remember that litGe old $21.;
aed the look you gave me as you tole
toe you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see nyself calmly amok •
tug my cigar after lunch and thinking,
as 1 watch the rings curl upward, of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
soble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on,
sear. let's not quarrel over a little
money. Of course you r_an have it What
am I earning money for if it pal to
give you happiness? And please don'
talk any more about doing things for
lie purpose of earning rash yourself
You dam it as It Is. Your love is worth
thousand times what-"Dearest." she cried, pulling his face
town to hers, -forgive me for saytne
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity. don't you Al'.. If you could
enly know how long the hours seem
vhen you ars not with me! And I.
,ouldlet love or admire you more thar
i do If you were so rich that you Need
any everything John D. has and tort
iirn out of house and home. Have yoi.
.he money with you or shall I have tc
eet a check cashed?"
"Here it is. What are you going. tc
euy?"
"Why, you see. I board front Mill4
arestcott. the dressmaker, yesterday
and she ean come to me three days thD
reek so:shall have t a get soneethin;.,
for her to make up."
"But I thought you mid the other d
that you had all the clothes you were
going to need for atuthile?"
"Yea, I have, only Miss Westeott has
chose three days that she CAP give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are obliged to hire her simply ha
mum she has three days for which she
isn't engaged."
"I'm not., you dear old goose, but you,
we, if I don't take her Mrs. Worthing
in who is erazy to get her, will have
her over thet e and find out about WI tb•
things I've had remade and the lace rein
oasts
and--and--eyerything,
you
know."
"Well, but why should you care. io
long as your clothes tit eft and lool,
tine and are just asi !nod all they had
east five or six times as mites as they
4Id ?"
"Oh. dear!" tine sighed, as she as;
there clutching the money, alter en as.
gone "I wonder how men, being se
stupid, ever manage to get along at all?
--Chicaro Record-Herald.
/lust Obey Orders.
As an illustration of carrying military
discipline too far, this story is told to
Glen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a cer
tain colonel who, bathe middle of a campaign was seized with a sudden &viol
thout hygiene, lie ordered that all his
men change their shirts at once. This
order was duly carried out, except is
the cage of one company, where the privet& wardrobes had been sadly do
plated. The captaht of this company In
formed the colonel that none of his mem
could change their shirts, since the,
had only one apiece. The colonel heat
tated a monfent, then said, firmly: 'Or
ders must be obeyed. Let the flies
change shirts with each other,' —Bos
ton Herald.
"Learn to , ix."
"Learn to mix," is the advice giv
to his pupils by Prof. Prank J. Mill
of the University of Chicago. ?do
Young gentioniso noweieys do lea
to enhe but the troubdi re that tt
tutting los
._
pith Atli
_ sshi.

HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
BY I. 8. SILIEDMAY.

BY ZDIT Z.WELLSTTZ.
It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. Onfrof them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to Use are, lookin$
down on the other as she,aat, fingerbig the MS. on her lap.
"Why do you want to road it'!" she
oohed.
"Seems, you wrote it," be answered,
with groat eletyboity.
MIS from's& "You ought to say.
Ws because my other stories hays bees
se successful, and I get such aloe pude
to the paperer
"Those ramose may sense for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
me!"

William 0. Watson, a well-known
lawyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the appauded illustration of one or the meth.
oda adopted to Loom a town into ehtee

saes:
The occupants of the other apart"It is nearly ten years," he says "since
ments in the tenement called her "the
the
oouutry hereabouts has been, what
wooden woman.' The expression on
you might call,'on the bowie' but it has
her face, which never changed, was
been ten yours since the polsaalonst
woodeny, and even when she moved
town
boomers quit. us. The laet isetanoe
about she seemed to be carved out 04
of 'overnight bourning.' I semember wail
wood.
the town of Lanoweek. If you will g•
la the sammer when the weathei
about six miles east of Oitlebosta ellis
was pleasant she sat outside on the
you will see a mail crane hanging Oasteps, htr hands folded in her lap, as ti
side the track, walls,stretching on ever;
she saw nothing of the life that was govide as far as you can see,just plain praiing on around her, as if she were cumrie, with hardly a house in sight. This
pletely absorbed by something that
Is Lanowack. The 1 romoter, who had
was going on in her mind—her mind that
been hanging &roues for some time, sudaverybooy thought was as vacant as the
denly purchased a quarter section ot
boors
later
he
Two
stood
is
his
own
attare in her eyes.
land and tacked the name on it. He
Whenever the weather was unpleasan front hall, timing his pockets inside
was a boomer, one of the real sort who
light
of
out
the
by
midnight
the
oil,
or cold she sat iii 'tier kitchen with her
battle folded isa iter lep, thesame vacant than he searched the front steps and roald sell anything they got their
stare be her big, calm eyes. This kitchen examined the pavements outside and winds on.
"A blind man could see that there
Itself was a dark, windowless room, cut deafly patrolled a aortal* street to a
off from all light by the surrounding certain house Uhl a °oriole small hour was no town there, and nothing to
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean, et the morales, when he returned to make a town, but it was the promoter's
business to sell just such impossitilliand somehow it wore a cheerful air his abode utteelag unholy words.
you
Looking
"What
fest"
aro
she
da
ties,
and the way he did it proved him
even though she was forced to keep the
mended en catering the drawing room a master of his art, The Mr. OoL
/amp burning there by day as well as by
the next Morning.
Sellers who was doing the Wetness
night in order to see.
"Nothing," he answered, rising has. there decided that a certain German
Moreover, this kitehen contained a
illy from as evident inspesulea of the settlement in northwest Ke.ness was
hand-made, hand-carved cupboard—
carpet. His face was pale, and his looking for just such a, city as he had
sparkled
like
tilled with old china that
Searttilas eye roamed uneasily over tdo to offer, sad he went up to visit them.
polished brass—in which she seemeo
furnftere.
He tarried a week, talked Lanowack
to take a particular delight,for her va
"I tbought you might hare dropped and painted rainbows for the moneyed
cant stare was always turned toward it
seinetlifigly she suggested, esosaally. farmers who used to 'Hock der kaiser!'
as if It were filled with associations of
"Oh, no!" he responded dellnatly.
9est country in the world and lots
happier days instead of plates and
"Weil, what did yau Wok et itr of it. he told them; soil peculiarly fit.
saucers. Over the cupboard a cloak She
Inquired.
ted for raising cotton, corn, wheat
(
ticked away—ticked away like bar own
"Oh!" he said with a. start. "UM oats, rye, hay, turnips, radirhes, parer
life, monotonously, without the slight- story of
yours'? It was grest—seelig nips, children, Indlans, and, in fact,
est variation, but with a certain ma- absorbing! I assure you it
Mgt vas anything that a Christian gentleman
chine-like tranquillity awl content.
awake until four o'clock this nom has a
right to ask for on this lowly
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood wets lag 1"
footstool, Yes, and right In the
to change places," said one of her neigh.
"And yet it is comparatively short. sennitzels
was Lanewack—high, dry
born to another, "I don't think eithei You moat read very' slowly!
Do tali and healthful, the Aecania of the west.
would know it."
me what you is hest about it."
. a ea promoter knew his men and
The wooden woman had lived in tilt
"Oh. well." he floundered; "I liked
tenement for nearly a year and she was It all imassasely, but what appealed to his business. After he had slung on
the beautiful red paint, he backed up
never known to say More than "good Me
espeolally was Mat—er--oesas
morning" or "good night" to anybody, where the* berates—or—guts the bent his opecial train to the station. The
Germans filled their pockets with the
not even to her two roomers, who never at it."
They
attempted to break in on her reserve,
He felt that he was doing well, but green goods and tumbled in.
appreciating the fact that they had a at this point she brought him beak is tare not going down as settlers. hoe
merely as inveetors, who wsitid reap
Landlady who never-interfered with theli earth.
privacy. If people talked to her she
"lb you think" she asked him eane the harvest as soon I. 1 f•-e people
listened with the axed, vacant expres- met sod wills-eyed, "that Gregory rushed in from the east and built up
She town, as they were ears to dem
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard ought to have done it?"
nodded as if she understood, bufgave net
"Whor' he asked, staggered lor a "They were getting In on the ground
reply.
moment. "What?" And than resoles& door. Of college thhy re ver 'aspecte.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy lag himself—"Yes." This stoutly. 1 that the x rosicte.r ws• In the cellar.
her cupboard—s proposition that actual- think Gregory was perfectly Instilled;
"The train paseed tarosgh ihnowitelb
ly shocked the wooden woman into life; 1 don't as. bow, under the aireininas In the night, and tin' inve7tore tumbled'
for she changed color, moved her hands Stances, he could have done otherwise. out pt Oalahorna City. At break so
up to her face as if to ward off a blow ani I am quite certain that in his pines I day the boomer had hte brawl bend mg
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard! should have done just the same Wags' the street, and every saloon In tows
How can I? My husband made it!"
"What Wag?" she asked, as she was thrown open to the piospectivai
"Your husband is a carpenter, then r poked the fire with her back termed. owners of !anew:wk. the coming meg
asked the visitor.
then, as he did not answer immediate. tropolls of the southwest. The vide
"Yes, a carpenter tad a sailor."
ly, she said gently: "I don't think tors would be marched into was sea
"Where is he now?"
you quite understand what some I re- loos while the bend outside played
The wooden woman let the questioa terred to. but I'll show you In a ma 'Die Witch am Rhein,' and then thee
pass unanswered, her bents folded is meant if you'll just head nie the MIL'
would more on to another.
her lap, her eyes closed as If by speak"The MS.?" he queried, blankly.
"By the time they, were halfway
"The MS." she repeated
ing she had committed a cardinal sin
deft" through the rounds, it was detected
and as if she were still appalled by the minedly..
trial Lanowack was the best proposition
He took two turns me and down the before the American people, and thee
sound of her ewn voles.
One day the owner of the tenement room, then faced her, crisnsoa and promoter was voted the savior of the
hired Me wooden woman, who was very west/Men.
German citizen. He illtood - well and
'Tea extremely merry to tell yes; immediately got the crowd on boutt
poor, to do some scrubbing for him is
another building that he owned in the be said hoarsely, "that yoer MS. Wr— the vain, and they visited Lanewark.
neighborhood. But she had scarcely (the arctic blue of her eyes fres. die
"The engineer stopped at the mail
started to her task when she was over. truth upon his lips)—Is left behind" crane that was all of Lanowack that
ozone by the fear that her roomers might he finished. "I hope you don't need N existed at that time, as to-day. Not
return home in the evening before she bamediatelyr.
the crowd was delightful Tier, wan
"N—no," she admitted; -Set to-day, the green& just as the boomer had
did and not find the hall lamp lighted.
So she rushed back to her kitchen and but I really must dispatch it to the said; there was the country etretchteg
sat there all day, with her hands folded. gsblishers to-morrow."
round about. The air was ligikt and
"All right." he said. -ru cad is the
listening to the tick of the remorseless
healthful, and tbe map which tka• roe
morn!
ng
1"
Moak.
meter spread out before them showed
"With the MS.?" eh* asked him.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
the loestion of the port elate the
she stepped outside of the circle that smilingly,
courthouse and federal building. lbe
"With the Ma" ho eeboed, despairhabit had drawn around her and within
sides, there was the brass band aral
which it had fixed her, she became as ingly.
the rairoad, end the kegs in the bagAnd as he wept out of the house be
panic-stricken, as lost as If she had been
gage car, which had been brought
removed beyond the borders of civilize, bald • brief ineffeetes' coevessation along. as Lanowaek tanked a, well at
tion.and dropped In the heart of an Afri- with the butler, punctuated with a five- the time and' the water veurira had sot
dollar bill, and then paced the street
can jungle.
yet been installed.
When the spring came the tenement for many houro—a prey to thoughts of
"The lots were put up se aticthoe
was-surprised one day to hear the sound briery and eight
went like hot rai.es, at prirre
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Put some aside for possible sickness or
misbrtune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.

EXCURSION
BULLETIN

THE FOLLOWING REDUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED

•

WHITTEMORE'

REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.

WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S

FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

ei0)1'

E. D. HANNAN

FOR FURTHER PAR
TICULARS APPLY TO

•

J. T. Donovan,

‘2.

Mattil,Efinger

Co.

Undertakers and Embalmers.

I

INSURE WITH

I

R. M. Prather

BEBOUT & SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

OFFICE:306 B'WY

PHONE 385

Ity Nance&Son

GLOBE BANI“
._-& TRUST CO.

306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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HEN
DRINKS
Egg Chocolate or Egg Lemonade, or any other "Hen Drink"
is both refreehing and nuturious. You'll like the way we
Mix 'em.

10 cents

-•

CHAUTAUQUA IS LAsf OF ST.
STILL UNFAIR ,LOUIS BOARS

Our Two Piece Suits

Om*

4044/0

SO SAID THE CENTRAL LABOR AFTER SERVING OVER THREE
UNION LAST EVENYEARS IN THE PENING.
ITENTIARY.

.4 • 4.

Cwo Piece Suits are the most logical suits for hot weather wear.

er

Ow*
•- 4

111

There's oceans of comfort in them
and they are handsome and stylish as

I

Usual Labor Day Celebration Will Julius Lehmann and Emil Hartman
Be Held Monday, September
Will be Released on Fifteenth
and.
of June.

.
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The Central Labor Union at its
Jefferson City,. Mo.,June Coss:dulitts ewe"
regular meeting last night rejecte Lehmann and. lima Hartmaegsgs two
the proposed settlement offered by of the St. Louis convated flodiers, 4;•
a
the Chautauqua Association, and will leave the Penitentiary
DRUG STORE
provisionally accepted by the com- commutation of sentence i
by
45c BROADWAY.
mittee from the Carpenter's union, Governor Folk June 15. BSA' say
whereby the Chautauqua Association that they
v at
return to St. !ie
Agent for Eastman Kodak' and Huy- wa, to be taken from the "unfair once and engage
in some line jossie
list" of organized labor in Paducah'. nest.
e
let's Candies.
The delegates from the Carpenter's
to
Lehmann says it is his inteá4
union reported the action of their engage in the cabinet-making busiaaanuaaaaaanaaa committee to the Central body, re- ness, the occupation he learned when
.pgior
U questing concurrence in its provis- a boy. For a number of yesge
ions, tat stating that any action to his pre-sent trouble Horan/gm was
WANTS.
• POPULAR
their or- engaged in the grocery busiggse in
22 taken would be accepted' by
ganization.
South St Louis. His wife ks.there •
sepuunuan IS St 32 32 ti a St
discussion
after
Central
body,
The
now. and she expects to halk some wow
••••••
the case, voted practicaly rmani- employment ready for her huelisittot as
of
WANTED--rerniture and stoves. nuittsly to keep the Chautauqua on
soon as he is released.
444444417
Williains tit Petil 205 S. 3rd St. New the °unfair list.' and to wage a right
Last of Boodleno to Go Face.,
11/!one
qh the entertainment to the finish.
Lehmann and Hartmann will be the .•
The Carpenters first requested that last of seven convicted boodlers to
ss,
the Central body place its ban on the leave the prison. They came here to••
room,
front
FOR RENT— Otte
Chautauqua, because of the fact thah gether, in March, Iwo. Lehmann
All conveniences. 837 the auditorium now being erected at under a seven years' sentence sod eam4 •
furnished,
Jefferson.
the park by Contractor Niemen is Hartmann for five years.
All the 4• • being built'by non-union carpenters. others received shorter sententes and
sItOR SALE—Gentle, 7-year-old This was done, but at a conference were released underNthe three-fourth's
driving horse. Can be seen at Cape- held between, a committee represent- rule. Both men are inexcellent spirits,
lake's livery stable.
ing the Carpenters and the Chautau- now that but i,. few days stand bequa Association the lager agreed tween them, their families and friends
" 'ANTED FOR U. S. ARMY— to have all future work done by and freedom.
AIM.•
Able-bodied unmarried men between union men, which' proposal was ac- 'For some time it has been Julius
•.
,.••dps of 21 told 35, citizzens of United cepted by the Carpenter's committee, Lehmann's intention to write a book
the
that
St.
understanding
Boodling
in
on "Thirty Years of
1gotes, of good character and 'tem- with the
)
body Louis." but up to date he has not
-*lite halite, who can speak, read Printer's union and the Central
made definite arrangements ablaut its
and write English. , For information should passgon same.
meeting
called
He asserts that he has
The
Printers
publication.
at
a
New
Officer,
Recruiting
amply to
Tuesday rejected the proposition of prepared all his notes and ter he in
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
the Chautauqua people. and last even- possession of all the necessary inforto mation needed for such a publication.
LOST—Wednesday night between ing the Central body also 'refused
offered.,
terms
but he has not been able to make
the
accept
Eighteenth
Jefferson,
Eighth . and
-"WM..a
•
a ',Ea
satisfactory
arrangements for its pubappatinted
the
President
Moseley
and Broadway, around Ninth street.,
howcharge
hopes
to
so,
lication.
He
do
committee
td
take
following
coltPlease
embroidered
lady's 'white
to co- ever, after he is released from the 4-,
return to Sutherland Med. Co. for of the fight on tbe'Chautauqua.
operate with like committees from prison, but, meantime; he intends to
reward.
the Printers, Carpenters and other return to his old trade as a means
of livelihood and keen out of politics U UUUUU itUttlit Unit-1[213132
local
unions:
one
FOR SALE—Ose.,5 foot and
the remainder of his life
chairman;
C.
G.
Moseley.
B.
M
8 foot oak show case. Bargain, care
Young, cigers makers; Ernest Smith,
▪
THE RIVER NEW&
Register.
brewery workers; Tyler White, bar- BULLETS FLEW
PROMISCUOUSLY. it it it it it it U it it it 12-10 It ft
tenders, and L. Haynes, electrical
Clay workers.
and
REAL — 'Boulevard
Beautiful display ad this issue
River Stages.
WM Waddell and Wife. Colored.
Pittsburg, 6.9, falling.
Governor Not Coming.
Tried to Kill Everybody.
Cinannati, 29.7, riling.
ROUT. CARLTON, piano tuner,
A letter was read last night fro
'Louisville, 10.5, rising.
old phone 317.
Hon. E. 0 Leigh, stating that Goir.
Great eicitenicnt
was - caused . -Evansville, 22.2, rising.
Beckham had declined the invitation
*232 32323:22:: 33:34:11 IttiftStitttl to make an ddress at the Chautaie around 1627 entucky avenue yesterMt. Vernon, 21.7, rising
Z5
U gm, althuogh his name appears on day at noon by Will Waddell and hi.
Mt. Carmel, 16.7, rising.
wife, Matilda, trying to kiK every
Nashville, 10.0, rising.
PERSONAL MENTION.
the program.
body in sight, and for a while it look
Chattonooga, &7, rising.
a
•••••=aa••••
ed as if some murders would be
ttnitittittlItti tt a
Johnsonville, 7.8, falling.
a a ::
Labor Day Arrangements.
Detective
Cairo, 30.3, rising.
The Central body decided to hold coMmitted, but finally
Misses Lillie Mae and Mattie Lou the
and
Patrolmen Hessian.. St. Louis, 21.4 rising.
usual Labor Day celebration on Moore
IiIcGlathery left yesterday `tor Dres- Monday.
Paducah, 20.7, rising.
September 2, and President Prince and Jones. corraled the wild
den, Tenn,, for a visit, and from Moseley appointed the
Carthage. 5.5, rising.
couple and hauled them away to jail
following
corn
'there' go to Humboldt next Wednes- mittee, to which other names will be They were erased by cocaine sniffing
The towboat Skotia haa arrived
day to attend the marriage of their added
and too much revival induloence, the
from
the Tennessee river and gone
trother, Mr: James McGlathery, to
ordained
to
Henry Carroll. chairman: Lon man claiming he was
down to Joppa to ,unload her tow of
Ada Sharp,
while
the
wo"Will
off
his
enemies
Crandall, L. Haynes, A. E. Stein, J.
ties.
Mr. and MTh. W. J. Hills"- and R. Thompson.
C. G. Young, George man claimed her dead father jumped
The Charles Turner will leave in a
daughter, Mies Blanche,leave shortly Hannan, F. M. Willis, George Mc around her in Indian war dancing
'for a essiciern in Michigan, and to Garrigal, representing eight local
The husband shot at a little boy few days for the Tenneseee river
attewl.alts marriage of Mr. Hills' sis- unions.
passing their home.. Detective Moore after ties, Captain John Rollins comter.
and
the patrolmen hurried out, and manding.
Members of the Central body last
The steamer Russell Lord yesterMcGlathery yesterday night said there
, Mr. -F.'
was no differences lie Waddell stood on his porch firtg day got out for the Tenseemee river
went to Corinth, Miss., on liminess. tween the
citizens
passing,
isat
them
and
unions, and that al were
Be returns, by way of Humboldt, united in the fight on the Chautau- charging about ropy cartridges, but after a tic tow.
The towboat Martha Ileouten yesmarriage
of
his
to atittbd -.the
fortunately no one was hit. Finally
qua.
ewe
so
Jaritite McGlathery, next
the detective slipped in the hack way terday went to the Curnberland river
et47ednesday to Ifiss Ada Sharp.
of the house, attracted the attention after logs.
The towboat Nellie departed yesMr. W. WI. Pope, the pottgry man,
of the two, so that the patrolmen
terday
for the Tennessee rafter a
NI gone to Akron. 0. his former
could rush up on the other side, and
borne, to reside. His wife leaves toWaddell and wife were cornered. tow of lop.
After lying up several weeks the
.y.•
•.
They were hurried off to jail, and it
Mrs. V. B. Sevier. of Jackson,
is beli.eved will be themselves in a towboat Henrietta restuses her tie
Tetins has gone home after spending
day or two The officers have re- business next weals
The steamer Lyda goes to the
two 'months with ,her daughter, Mrs.
ceived complaints about the woman
T in14. Look', .of West Monroe.
fen several days. She has been at- Cumberland river today after ties.
Captain Joseph B. Flasch today
Mrs. Charles James, of Evansville,
tending a protracted meeting and
goes to Evansville, Ind, on busihas arrived from Dawson to visit THIS AFTERNOON ALL COME gone crazy about religion.
ness for the marine engineers.
TO THEIR RRISPiEtTIVE
tier mother, Mrs. lodge Sander&
The Georgia Lee went up yesterROOMS.
Miss Bess Luck.. of EVansville, is
Mrs. Sage Honored.
day bound for Cincinnati from Memegisiting .)frs. George Powell, of
As a souvenir' of' the occasion on phis.
Fountaiu„getenue.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
tilgar Gray and wife have re- President List Yesterday Finished which Mrs. Russell Sage's gift of
for -the erection of the Sea- Fowler goes to. Ca'ro and comes
$150,000
timed from visiting in Mayfidld:
Signing Diplomas for Those
men's Institute in New York was hack tonight Owen g ocfock.
' Miss Helen Powell has gone to
Advanced to High School.
announced the Rev. F- W. Matthews,
The Joe Fowler comes in today
Evansville for a visit.
secretary of the Britidh and Foreign from Evansville and gets out at
M. C. H. Wyman, of Blanditille,
Sailors' Society, on behalf of that once on her return trip.
14:44,
4***hitifls sister. Mrs. M cThis afternoon at 1:15 o'clock the society, and in the name of the king,
The -John S. H'oplt;ns went to evI n t yre of North Sixth near Harrison
students of the public schools return asked the president (Mr. C. A. Stod- ans vale yesterday and comes back
street.
to their respective rooms. where dard) to present Mrs. Sage with a tornorow.
MeCandbeSs of Memphis.
ettthey willt be given cards .that will bust of Nelson; mounted on oak takThe Peters Lee gets here tomorhere rostilibAldifit .
show whether they are promoted to en from the timbers of Lord Nelson's row night hound down from MemManager J. Ii. •StAlcn. of the Anthe next highest grades for next former fla hip Victory.
phis from Cincineati.
lettser-Bosch brewery branch, has
year, remain where they were the
gene to St. Louis to be absent sevsession now closing or go to the
eral day= business.
next glide below. Immediately after
'Atr: and "Mrs. W. IC. Rudolph of
distribtaion of the cards the teachers
Wasahatchie, Texas. are visi4ro the
dismiss the boys and girls and the
former's parents, pr., and Mn.
Rudolph of tile ligee Oak. secti n of biuldings are then closed for the
summer.
J
MCA
the county.
The teachers have been grading
Han. John Moore, the LaCenter
the examination papers of the stuattorney,' was here yesteday.
dents since Wednesday and find they
Attorney Tal D. Threlkeld of
are well up in their studies, as the
Smithland is in the city on legal businumber of promotions this June will
TIMS.
be
Dr. Lynn Adams of Sfahlend was fe w greater than those for the ,past
terms. 'this shows aptitude,
here yesterday out 'lot/eines.
close attention and faithful work
Miss Carle Washburn has returned
upon part of the scholars during, the
from visiting her sister, Mess Jesse
session now closing.
NiehoW. Of Bardwell. Ky.
President Anthony List of the
Mrs. Thomas W. Long, of Hopschngl board yesteollay finished signkinsville. has gone :horns: after visit- ing
the diplemas for th estndents
ing Mrs ratira goisler.
who are this year Promoted from the
Mrs. Etta
Anersir nhas returned
grammar grade to the high school
from visiting near Farmington. Ky.
department,. they, entering the latter
Mrs. Ole Hardison is visiting her
next September. There are about
parent. Mr:rend Mrs
N Hughes, eighty
Oro kdvance froin the gram01 Maefield.
tnar to the high grade department.

The Two Piece Suit grows in fiver
more and more each sceason as Men
learn of the great Summer comfort
and freedom there is in it.
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Nothing, however, tests the mint'
of good clothes making like a Two
Piece Suit.

epees
awe

There is ne room for shirking or
chance for substitution in a Two
Piece Suit, for the inside is open to
the same critical inspection as the
outside.

Asee

4
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- •

The Suits are made of blue serge*,
fancy worsteds and cheviots.. Single
or double breasted cut
OM.

$10.00, $12l50, $15.00 TO $0
, a
Remember always that in buying
here your money is only on deposit
until you are perfectly satisfied.
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The Clothing Store that Carries
WiNHE UNION STORE CARD
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Williams WE Sell You a Bicyde
On Easy Payments.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for a wheel—
by our:easy terms. The
-TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONARCH and
LMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be produced, $15 oo up. OM
wheels
in exchange.
Our repro department in charge of eaperts. Creepiest house
e in town for Tires, Pumps, Saddles, etc. Remember the place
•

Williams Bicycle

if

Co.

128.14 North Fifth s treet. Net to I:entucky Theatre.

Sheet *sic for Piano
At 2c, 3 1:3c and 10c a Copy

SNORTS GET
THEIR CARDS

If you Arnow a good thing when you see it, you will find all
dabs,
musth mouth double the price we ask for it.
NEVSYS AGAIN
A

DO YOU GET TIME PIECES AT SUCHi

t.

Book 411)•n
D E.Wilson Music
Ma
At. Harbour's Departiseat. Stove

A

ithee remember that we show a most desirable selectioa of late
novetiosead new musk at cut prices.

Subscribe For The Register

FOR 4THE BEST COAL 011 THE MARKET

GENUINE
FRADEWATER

.44
Nik 116
P-1
6

PIAMRG

West Kentucky CoalliCo.
INC

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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